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Radiation Properties of Spherical Antennas as a Function 
of the Location of the Driving Forcel 

Philip R. Karr 

A theoretical analysis is made of the radiation properties of a perfectly conducting 
sphere excited as an antenna by a driving force that acts in the 0 direction in a narrow strip 
around the circle of colatitude 0= 00 on the surface of the sphere. As the location 00 is varied, 
the radiation pattern , together with the current distribution and the input admittance, 
change. In the present paper some of these effects are analyzed, it is believed for the first 
time. In previous work only the case of center feed is treated. 

Unless 00 equals 90 degrees, the radiation pattern is not symmetrical with respect to 
the equatorial plane. Some interesting features of this asymmetry are discovered in the 
course of the analysis that have also been found experimentally in certain classes of antennas 
driven asymmetrically. The radiation conductance, which is proportional to the amount 
of power radiated for a given applied voltage, varies in a complicated way with 00 • How
ever, for a sphere whose radius is not too large compared with the wavelength, this trend is 
approximately as sin'l/o. In some cases the radiation conductance is not a maximum for 
00= 90 degrees, but is greater when the feeding strip is somewhat to one side of the equa
torial plane. Other features of the radiation are analyzed. Reasons are given for believ
ing that the idealization of the feed conditions does not prevent the theory from giving 
experimentally pertinent results for the radiation properties. 

I. Introduction 

The center-fed antenna in various shapes has been 
the subject of considerable theoretical and experi
mental research. On the other hand, the study of 
antennas not necessarily fed at the center has 
apparently received little attention in the theoretical 
literature. There has recently been a certain 
amount of systematic experimental work in this 
field [1, 2] 2, and there are a number of practical 
applications of such antennas [3, 4]. It therefore 
appears to be of some interest to attempt a theoreti
cal study bf asymmetrically fed antennas. In at
tempting such a study, it is necessary to find an 
idealization of the problem that can be solved 
mathematically and at the same time yields some 
physical insight into . the nature of the results. In 
the present paper the spherical antenna is chosen 
for study. This form has the advantage that an 
idealized boundary value problem duplicating actual 
conditions to a certain extent can be set up and solved. 

The spherical antenna, while not expected to be a 
popular type for applications, is in a number of 
respects not radically different from more con
ventional antennas, so that the results obtained can 
be of qualitative assistance in the study of such an
tennas. The problem of the prolate spheroid 
antenna with asymmetrical feed can in principle be 
solved as a boundary value problem in a manner 
similar to that presented here for the sphere, but 
tables of spheroidal wave functions are at present 
rather inadequate for any detailed study. The 
present report is in some respects an extension of the 

1 A dissertation snbmitted to the Faculty of the Grad uate School of Arts and 
Sciences of the Catholic University of America in pa rtial fulfillment of the re
quirements for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy. 

2 Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at the end ofthis paper. 

work of Stratton and Chu [5] on the 'spherical 
center1ed antenna . A number of the equations 
found are generalizations of corresponding equations 
already found for the center-fed antenna. The 
generalization of the loca,tion of the feed introduces 
some interesting effects. These, together with some 
other matters, are discussed in some detail. It is 
hoped that this paper will help to stimulate some 
further work on the subject. 

II. Statement of the Problem and Its Formal 
Solution 

We consider a conducting sphere, figure 1, of 
radius a, excited as an antenna by a driving emf, 
which acts in the 8 direction in a narrow strip around 
the circle of colatitude 8= 80 on the surface of the 
sphere. The center of the sphere is the origin of a 
system of spherical coordinates, r , 8, cp . As the loca
tion 80 is varied, the radiation pattern, together with 
the current distribution and the input admittance, 
change. The purpose of this paper is to describe 
and , as far as possible, to " understand" some of 
these effects. Stating the boundary conditions more 
precisely, we are applying a field E' across a small 
zone of the conducting spherical surface. This 
causes a field E to appear in space. The value of 
the tangential component Ee of E on the surface is 
such that Ee+ E' = 0 everywhere on the spherical 
surface since we shall assume perfect conductivity. 
The solution of the boundary value problem con
sists in finding wave solutions of Maxwell's equa
tions, which on the surface of the antenna reduce to 
Ee=-E'. 
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We consider wave solutions of :Maxwell's equa
tions in the charge-free and current-free space around 
the sphere that will satisfy the correct boundary 
condition on the sphere. The appropriate solu tions 
(eq 4) will be in the form of rather well-known 
spherical fields. However, for the sake of complete
nes we shall derive these solutions. Let the medium 
be characterized by p" ~ , and let the time variation 
be a eJw1 • Then Maxwell's equations in mles 
rationalized units reduce to 

VXE=- jwp, H, 

V XH=jw~E. 

(1) 

(2) 

(The divergence equations are automatically satisfi ed 
in this case by solutions of (1) and (2), since the 
divergence of the curl of a vector is zero). In 
spherical coordinates, (1) and (2) become 

1 [0 (E . ) oEe] . E"T 
r sin 0 00 4> sm 0 - ocj> = - JWP, LT 

.!. [_._1_ oET _~ (rE4» ] = - jwpHe 
r sm 0 ocj> or . (Ia) 

.!. [~(rEe)- OET] = jwpH 4> 
l' or 00 

1 [0 (H' oHel . E 
l' sin 0 00 4> sm 0- ocj> J = JWE T 

(2a) 

8 =90° 

8=80 

---+-- 8 =180° 

FIGURE 1. Spherical antenna. 
The applied emf acts in the e direction in a narrow zone arowld the sphere 

at 0=00. 

Now in the present problem it is clear that 
O/OCj> = O. Using this relation in (Ia) and (2a), we 
find immediately that the equations spli t into two 
sets of equations, one containing only H 4>, Ee, and 
ET, the other containing only E 4>, He, and HT. Solu
tions of these two sets arc known as TM (Ll'ansverse 
magnetic) and TE (transverse electric) solutions, 
respectively. In the present problem, it i clear 
that the TE solutions are inappropriate. We shall 
be able to satisfy 0UI' conditions wiLh T}'([ olutions; 
that is, solutions for which the magnetic lines are 
circles in planes perpendicular to the polar axis with 
their centers on this axis, and for which the electric 
lines lie in meridian planes. 

Write the three equations containing H q" Ee, E T : 

:1' (rEe) - °o~T=-jwp,(rH</». 

---2:-0 ~o (H</> sin O)= jweET, 
rSlll u 

'When we differentiate the last two equations, with 
respect to 0 and 1', respectively, and substitute in 
the first, we obtain 

where 

This equation is separable in the form rH</>= R(r)8(0). 
Calling the separation con tant n(n+ 1), we obtain 

r2 02R+ k 2,2_ 1 d [ 1 d (8 . 0)] - ( +1) R 01'2 1 - -0 do sin 0 do Sill - n n . 

Making the substitu tion x= cos 8, tbe equation for 8 
becomes 

(I - x 2"l - -2x - + n(n+ l )--- 8 = 0 d28 08 [ 1 ] 
) dx 2 ox l-x 2 ' 

which is the equation for the associated Legendre 
functions satisfied by the functions P~ (x) and 
Q~ (x) [6]. Only P~ (x) can be used in our prob
lem, because the function Q~ (x) has singularities at 
x=±1. 

Returning to the l' equation, we find that the sub-
stitution P=RNr yields 

[ (n+1'2~)2Jp= 0 02p +.!. oP + k2 

01'2 l' or 

which is Bessel's differential equation of order n+~, 
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whose general solution is of the form 

Since we desire the solution to approach a travelling 
wave as r-'7 00, we use the linear combination 
(Hankel function), 

We then have as our generic TM solution, after some 
manipulation, 

(4 a) 

These are the fields of electric dipoles, q uadrupoles, 
and in general 2n-poles. The TE solutions, not 
used here, represent the fields of magnetic 2n-poles. 

Our solution will be a superposition of TM waves 
(eq 4). To find the coefficients An we expand the 
applied field E' in a series of associated Legendre 
polynomials P~ (cos B) : 

v '" 
E'(B)=-~ anP! (cos B). 

a 11=1 
(5) 

In (5) we have introduced the applied voltage V 
defined by 

V = l"'E' (B)adB. (6) 

The letter a, it will be recalled, stands for the 
radius of the sphere. This normalization allows the 
an to be pure numbers, whereas E' (B) will have the 
dimensions of field strength (volts per meter). 
Multiplying (5) by P~ (cos B) sin B dB, and integrating 
from 0 to 7r, we have, on account of the orthogonality 
and normalization properties of P! (cos B), the follow
ing expression for an: 

~ an 2!~~11)1'" E'(B)P~ (cos B) sin Bde (7 ) 

Now from (4), 

Comparing (8) and (5) and remembering that on 
the surface, E~=-E', we have for A n: 

Thus the solution of our problem is a superposition 
of the waves given in eq 4, with the A n given by eq 9. 
The manner of deriving the A n guarantees that the 
boundary conditions are satisfied. 

The values of the an and therefore of the An, 
depend upon the assumed form of E'(B). In most 
of what follows we shall specialize by assuming 
E'(B) takes the form of a "delta" function applied 
at the feed point B= Bo: 

This means that 

E'(B) = V o(B-B9)' 
a 

2n+1 pI ( \. 
2n(n+ 1) n cos Bo; sm Bo· 

(10) 

(11) 

lt should be noted that if E' (B) is applied over a 
small finite zone and does not vary wildly with B 
over the zone, then the an found in such a case would 
be practically the same as in eq 11 except for high 
values of n (cf. eq 53 to 55) . For this reason, results 
based upon (11), which are correct for an infinitesi
mal zone are almost correct for a small finite zone, 
except for those results that depend upon high values 
of n. 

III. The Radiation Field 

1. General Relations 

Having written down the formal solution of our 
problem, we shall now investigate in more detail 
some of the important characteristics of our antenna. 
Let us first consider the "radiation field", (that 
part of the field that persists at large values of r ) . 
We note that as r-'7 ro, the second term of (4b) 
dominates, and 

where E Tad denotes the radiation part of Ee. 
We see also, from (4b) and 4c) that as r -'7 00, 

E T/Ee-'70, so that the radiation field is purely trans
verse (as it should be) . N ow as r becomes very large, 
we have the well-known asymptotic expression for 
the Hankel function: 

Combining (13), (12) , and (9), we find 

E ~2ka e- jkT '" 

V
Tad = - -~ a(n, Bo)L(n,ka)P! (cos B), (14) 

7r r 11= 1 

where 

a(n, Bo)=an 

2!~~\) P! (cos Bo) sin Bo, (using (11)), (15) 
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and 

We find also, in the radiation region 

(I 7) 

Thus the radiation field decreases as l /r, as it 
should. Its e variation is a superposition of the 
functions p~ (cos e). The contribution of each 
order n depends upon the nature and location of the 
excitation tlu.-ough a(n, eo) and upon the size of the 
sphere through L(n, ka). 

Before considering typical radiation patterns, it is 
useful to investigate the convergence of the series 
for E rad • We have for n»x, the Debye asymptotic 
formula [7] 

H~2)(X)rv~ 7rX ~nha exp [ x(a cosh a-sinha)+j~J 

where n = x cosh cx. 
Writing x/n = sech a = S, we obtain 

[~ln (t+~ ;2- 1 )-~ ;2- 1]} 

Di regarding small terms, the expression in braces 
becomes 

so we find the approximate expression 

x«n. (18) 

Substitu ting m (16) and disregarding small terms, 
we find 

(n+~r 
L ( k ) ·n-l In (2n+ l)---ka-

n, a ~ -J -V 2n !Cae (19) 

For the associated L egendre polynomial we have 

(2n+l) 
kae 

in (19), the series (14) for E rad is convergen t and that 
the terms fall off exceedingly rapidly as n becomes 
large. In physical t erms, this means that the high
order modes contribute negligibly to the radiation. 
In practice we find that we may terminate the series 
around n ~ 2ka. This can be seen roughly by 
examining figures 2,a and 2,b, which show the real 
and imaginary parts of L (n, lea) plotted versus:ka. 
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the asymptotic formula [8], for n large - .8 

2 
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2n1
/

2 
[ ( 1) ] p~ (cos e) ~ ";2 7r sin e cos n+'2 e+i . (2 0) o 2 3 4 5 6 7 

ko 
8 9 10 

One sees then that on account of the factor 
FIGURE 2. L (n, ka) as a function of ka for several values of n. 

A. real part; B. imaginary part. 
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2. Small Spheres 

It is of some interest to study the radiation from a 
small sphere (ka«I). We expect on general grounds 
that as the radiating system becomes smaller (rela
ti ve to the wavelength), the lowest (dipole) mode 
should become dominant. This is confirmed by an 
examination of figures 2,a and 2,b; as ka decreases 
considerably below 1, only 1 mode (represented by 
the real part of L(I, ka)) contributes appreciably. 

We may find an explicit expression for the effective 
dipole moment of the small spherical antenna. W e 
have 

H (2)(ka)= / 2 e- j ka (~- 1) 
3 / 2 -V 7rka ka 

as ka~O, these become 

H in(ka) ~ j ~ 7r~a' 

H (2)(k )~~ ~ 2 
3/2 a ~ ka 7rka' 

[ /-2 . /2J-l 
so that L(I , ka) == j kaj -V 7rk a - fa -V 7rka 

~_~ (ka)3/2 ka«1. (2 1) 

One then finds, for the limiting case of small 
spheres, 

E e- jkr 3 
{t~ -(ka) 2 - r- 4" Pl (cos (J) sin (JoPl (cos (Jo) , (22) 

a radiation pattern like that for the H ertzian dipole. 
~ Since there is only one mod~, the off-~en~er feed 
does not introduce asymmetry III the radlatlOn pat
tern but merely reduces the field radiated for a 
give~ applied voltage in the ratio Pl (cos (Jo) sin 
(Jo:l = sin2 (Jo:1. 

The radiation field of a dipole of dipole moment 
Mis 

-Mk2 e- j kr • 
E raa = - 4-- -- sm (J 

'Ire r 
(9]. (23) 

Comparing this with (22) we find that the effective 
dipole moment of the small sphere is 

(24) 

3. Moderate-Sized Spheres 

We - now proceed to investigate the radiation 
patterns of spheres comparable in size to a wave
ength. In figures 3, 4, and 5, we have plotted the 

power radiation patterns IEradl2, all normalized to the 
same maximum value of IEr nd l2, for ka = l , l~~ , and 
2, and several values of eo. An examination of these 
patterns discloses an interesting feature, which may 
be described roughly as follows: as th e feedpoint 00 

is moved towards 0°, the patterns become more 
asymmetrical and tend to lean more and more a way 
from the feedpoint , into the h emisph eres for which 
900~ (J ~ 180° (h encefor th to be called the "forward" 
hemisphere). Upon computing the power radiated 
into the "forward " and " rear" (0°::; (J~ 90°) h emi
spheres, by integrating the Poynting vector over the 
two hemispheres, we find that there is more power 
radiated into the for ward h emisphere. This is 
equivalent to the statement that 

The effect of eo upon the appearance of the radia
tion pattern is marked only when the antenna h as 
appreciable size relative to a wavelength. This has 
already been implied in the discussion of small 
spheres. 

The asymmetry we have found when (Jo~90° is 
due, mathematically speaking, to the fact that when 
(Jo ~90°, both the even-numbered and odd-nu'mbered 
modes P~ (cos e) are excited, whereas when (Jo = 90° 
only the odd-numbered modes are excited . The 
odd-numbered modes are symmetric abou t (J =90° , 
the even-number ed modes are antisymmetric, that is, 

P~(9 0 0 + o)=-P~.c900- o), n even 

P!(900+ o)= P!(9 00+ o), n odd 

4 . End Feed 

In figures 3, 4, and 5, discussed above, there are 
radiation patterns purporting to have the driving 
force at (Jo = Oo, This calls for an explanation. Of 
course, as (Jo approaches 0, the radiated power ap
proaches zero for a finite applied voltage V. This 
is shown by our equations and agrees with th e ex
perience of experimental antenna workers who find 
that an antenna becomes a poor radiator as the feed 
point is moved toward the end. Som e qualitative 
details on this point are given below. Although the 
rad iation approaches zero, the radiation pattern 
approaches a stationary configuration. We are 
interested in obtaining this limiting pattern, which 
will serve as a good approximation for the patterns 
obtained when (Jo is no t quite zero; that is, when the 
antenna is feel near one pole. 

To accomplish this we must see what form eq 14 
takes as (Jo~O . The part containing (Jo is 

( ) _ 2n+ 1 pl ( ). 
a n, (Jo = 2n(n + 1) n cos (Jo sm (Jo· (15) 

We wish to express P! (cos (Jo ) as a Taylor's series of 
th e form 
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P!(cos 00)= g(n)Oo+ h(n)O~+ .... (25) From this, 

Write the woll-known formula [10] 

and 

1 ·3·5 ... (2n-1) [ ( 0) 
n! cos 0 

n(n-1) (cos 00)n - 2 
(2n- 1)2 

, n(n-1) (n- 2)(n- 3)(cos 00) n-4 + . . . J 
T (2n- 1) (2n- 3)2.4 

(26) 

P!(cos 00)=-ddo Pn(cos 00) 

1·3·5 ... (2n-1) . 0 [ ( B )n- l 
n! sm n cos 0 

n(n-1) (n- 2) (cos Bo)n-3 
(2n - 1)2 

+ n(n- l )(n-2)(n-3)(n-4)(cos 00) n-5 + .. . l 
(2n-l)(2n-3)2·4 J 

(27) 
Then 

g(n) 
1. 3.5 ... (2n-1) [ n(n-1)(n- 2) 

n! n - ---'---,-c( 2-n---'--'-1 )0-:2------'-

+ n(n-1) (n- 2) (n- 3) (n- 4) + ... J 
(2n-1) (2n-3)2· 4 

o t..:.:.... ___ ---L ___ ----==_ "'--___ -'--___ ---' ISO 

90 

'-"-----'--------=:-.~----'------.JISO 

F WUR E 3. Power radiation patterns for ka = 1. 

g(n + 1)- g(n) = (n + 1) [ 1 . 3·5 .. ; (2n-l) 
n. 

11·3·5 .. . 2n -3 
-"2 (n - 2) ! 

+ _ 1_ 1 . 3 . 5 ... (2n - 5) + ... J (2 ) 
2·4 (n - 4)! 

But referring to eq 26, we ee that the expression 
in square brackets in eq 28 is P n (1) 0= 1, so that 

or 

g(n+ 1)- g(n) = n + 1, 

g(n) n(n+ 1) 
2 

(29) 

L.::....----.J--_~SO'~=-__ ...L ___ ___lI.O 

90 

0~-----L-----"-~---..L-___ ---1IS0 

90 

~-----l---~!!tOo.WO~=-__ ...L ___ __..J ISO 

FIGURE 4. Power radiation patterns J OT ka= l ~~ . 

T be patterns show I E"dl' as a function of O. Both patterns are normali zed to A, 00= 90°; B, 00= 45°; C, 00= 0° . The normalization is similar to that in 
tbe same arbi t rary maximum ysluc of IE"dl'. A, 00=90°; B, 00= 0° . fi gure 3. 
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90 

L: ____ -L __ ---=~~~~=__ __ ..L ____ ~,80 

90 

0~B------L----.:.~~'-rt!f!!.:::....---L-----.J '80 

~~ ____ _L ____ ~~~~=_ ___ L _____ J '80 

FIGURE 5. P ower radiation patterns for ka=2. 
A, 80=90°; B, 80=45°; C, 80=0°. The normalization is similar to that in 

figure 3. 

0~A~------------------____ ~~~ ______________________ J'80 

90 

~------.l----~~~~---L ____ ~'BO 

FIGURE 6. Power radiation patterns fo r end-fed cylinders. 
Ratio of diameter to wavelength, 0.04. A, Ratio of length to wavelength , 

~; B, ratio ollength to wavelenth, 1. 'rhe normalization is similar to that in 
figure 3. 

-or- ----" 
ANT ENNA LENGTH L'~ 

2 

ANTENNA L ENG TH L 'A 

FICURE 7. Effect of feed point upon radiation patterns of wire 
antennas. 

Relative position of the feed point is shown under each pattern. Relative 
field strengtp IE".I is shown . This material is adapted from figures 1 and 2 of 
reference [2] by permission of the McGraw-Hill Publishing Co. 
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9 0 

L---------__ -L ______ -=~~~~~ ______ L_ __________ ~,.O 

~ __________ JL ______ ~~~~~~ ______ L-__________ ~,OO 

9 0 

B 
o ~ 

FIGURE 9. Power radiation patterns for ka=4. 
A, 00=90°; B, 80 = 0°. T he ncrmali zation is similar to that in figure 3. 

O ~~---------L-------=~~~~~------L-----------~,.O 

1L: ________ ~ __ -=~~~~~~~~ __ 1_ ________ ~180 

1~----------~------~~~~~~----L-----------180 9 0 

FIGURE 8. Power radiation patterns for ka=3. 
A, 80=90°; B, 80=45°; C, 80=0°. T he normalization is similar to that in figure 3. 

8 o 180 

FIGURE 10. Power radiation patterns for ka=5. 
A, 80=90°; B, 80=0°. '1'he normalization is similar to that in figure 3. 
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Using (15), we then have, as 00 approaches zero 

a(n 0) = (2n + I )02+ 0(0)3 
, 0 4 0 0 • (3 0) 

Thus the limiting shape S (0) of the radiation pattern 
as 8-':>0 is given by 

'" 
S(8) =~ (2n+ I ) L(n,ka) P!(cos 8). (3 1) 

1 

Looking back at eq 19 and 20, we see that S (8) con
verges. These patterns for 80= 0 are close ap
proximations to the patterns obtained when the feed 
is near 00= 0°. Among asymmetrically fed an
tennas, those having nearly end feed appear to be 
the most commonly used, so the results found for 
00 = 0 are of especial interest. 

5 . Related Experimental Results 

No experimental results for spherical antennas are 
known to the author. However, it is of considerable 
interest to note that the general type of behavior 
shown in figures 3, 4, and 5, as to the effect of 80 

upon the pattern, has recently been found experi
mentally for wire antennas [2] and thick cylinders 
[1]. (Quantitatively, of course, we cannot compare 
such experiments with our theory). In those of the 
experiments in which the antenna lengths were of the 
order of a wavelength (so that the radiation patterns 
like those in figs. 3, 4, and 5 are relatively simple), 
the effect of moving 00 toward 0° was quite clearly 
reflected in the patterns; they have this character
istic lean with more than half the radiated power 
going into the forward hemisphere. For example, 
figure 6 shows radiation patterns found for two 
antennas consisting of cylindrical pipes for which the 
ratio of diameter d to wavelength A was 0.04, and 
whose ratios of length L to A were }6 and 1, re
spectively . Each pipe contained a small gap near 
one end, across which the generator was connected. 
The general similarity of the patterns to those of 
figures 3b and 5c is clear. Figure 7 shows some 
patterns obtained from figure 1 and figure 2 of 
re.ference [2], showing the same sort of effect for 
WITes. 

It is pleasing that our radiation pattern calcula
tions for the asymmetrically fed spherical antenna 
show features that seem to be characteristic of a wide 
class of asymmetrically fed antennas and that have 
been experimentally observed. 

6 . Large Spheres 

It is of interest to examine the radiation patterns 
for larger values of ka (figs. 8, 9, 10). H ere we find, 
as expected, increasingly complicated, multilobed, 
patterns. We find also that the "leaning" trend that 
exists for smaller antennas is no longer clear. One 
can no longer say that in the case of asymmetric feed 
the radiation pattern leans away from the feed 
point- the patterns have too many lobes, large ones 

appearing in both hemispheres. One might suspect, 
however, that even though the pattern trends are 
more complicated, that h ere to, as in the case of the 
smaller antennas, there is more power radiated into 
the forward hemisphere. However, even this is no 
longer true; in several cases an integration of Poynt
ing's vector shows that less than half of the energy 
is radiated into the forward hemisphere even for 
80 = 0. For the larger antennas there does not seem 
to be any definite trend for the radiated energy to 
favor either hemisphere. Thus except for the smaller 
spheres, the location of the feed point is not reflected 
in any clear-cut way in power distribution in the 
hemispheres. These statements appear also to be 
true in the case of the longer asymmetrically fed wire 
antennas (figs. 3, 4, and 5 of reference [2]). 

7 . Near-Polar Radiation 

The question arises: is there a simple characteristic 
of the radiation pattern that indicates unambiguously 
which side of the antenna contains the feed point? 
For the smaller antennas there is a characteristic 
lean which renders such identification possible, but 
this effect becomes unclear as the antenna increases 
in size. The hypothesis that there is always more 
power radiated into the forward hemisphere has also 
been shown above to be false. The present investi
gation has, however, revealed one simple feature that 
appears to be correlated unambiguously with the loca
tion of the feed point. This is a characteristic, to be 
discussed below, of the radiation in the near-polar 
directions, that is, the radiation in the directions 
near 8= 0° and 8= 180°. 

We have seen that E rad is a superposition of the 
Legendre functions p~ (cos 8). All these functions 
are of the form b(n)O, for sufficiently small 0, where 
ben) is a constant depending upon n, so that E Tart is 
of the form Ct8 for small O. At the other pole E Tart is 
of the form C21/;, where 1/; = 7r - 8. At 0= 0 and 1/;= 0, 
E Tad = O. In general, Ictl.,c Iczl except when the 
excitation is symmetrical (80 = 90°). 

We have seen that for 80= 0 the shape of the pattern 
is given by eq 31. Using eq 25 and 29 we find that 
for small 0 this becomes 

S(O) = iti (2n+ I ~n(n+ 1) eL(n,ka)+0(0)2. 

Thus we have 

IQr = [iti (2n+ I)n(n + I)Re: L (n,ka)T + 

[~(2n+ I)n(n + 1)1 m: L (n, ka) ] 2, (32) 

where Q2 is a constant immaterial to the present 
discussion, and Re and 1m indicate the real and 
imaginary part, respectively. Also, recalling the 
symmetry and anti-symmetry properties of P! (cos 0), 
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'Qf = [ tt (- 1)"+1(2n+ l )n(n+ l )Re: L (n, lea) ] 2 + 

[ tt (- 1)"+1(2n+ l )n(n+ 1)1 m : L (n, lea)J (33) 

These definitions of /cd and /c21 are for 80 = 0; for 
other values of 80 there are corresponding definitions. 

The hypothesis here presented, with considerable 
evidence, is that if 80< 90°, /c21>lcd. This has been 
found to be true in all the spherical antenna patterns 
that have been computed. This can be seen, for 
example, in figures 3,4,5, 8,9, and 10. (It has also 
been found in the experimental work on thick cylin
drical antennas, and is also apparently true in the 
case of the 16 radiation patterns given in reference 
[2] for wire antennas .) 

For the interesting case 80= 0°, we have calculated 
Icd and IC21 from (32) and (33) for a considerable 
number of values of lea. The results are plotted in 
figure 11 as a function of lea. In this figure ~he'points 
that have been computed have been clearly mdlCated. 
The dashed curve shown is uggested by the points. 
We see that /c2 1/ lcd has the value 1 at lea = O, and 
appear to have a generally inc~easing trend. Osci~
lations are superposed upon thIs trend, but there IS 
no evidence that the curve dips down as far as the 
value 1 except at lea = O. Thus, particularly in the 
case of end feed, all the evidence so far seems to 
support our hypothesis that the smaller of the two 
quantities IC21 and Icd indicates unambiguo~sly 
which side of the antenna contains the feed pomt. 
However( on account of the complicated analytic 
form of ell and IC21, illustrated in eq 32 and 33, a 
complete proof of this statement has not yet been 
found . 

8 . Crude Model of an End-Fed Antenna 

It is perhaps of some interest to mention that we 
have been able in the course of this investigation to 
prove that IC21 /1cll > 1 in the case of. a very cru~le 
model of an end-fed antenna. ConsIder the radIa
tion field of a linear current distribution 
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FIGURE 11. IC21/1cII as a function of ka for 00= 0°. 
Computed points are shown as dots. 

1 = 10e ikZ+ R10e-1kZ, (34) 

who e length is L, and which is centered at the orj~in 
z= O. This distribution consists of a wave travclhng 
in the negative z direction and a return wave that 
represents the original wave subj ected at - L /2 to a 
complex reflection coefficient R. We hall restrict 
ourselves to the condition IRI<l. The time factor 
eiwt has been suppressed. Such a distribution may 
be expected on the basis of rough physical rea oning 
to give radiation patterns similar to those found for 
actual end-fed antennas. This can be seen in more 
detail by considering the well-known radiation 
pattern [11] obtained from the first term of (34), a 
pure travelling wave. A typical pattern is shown 
in figure 12. It will be seen that the main radiation 
is at an acute angle with the direction of the current 
flow. The distribution (34) may be said to give 
rise to two such radiation patterns of unequal magni
tude, pointed in essentially opposite directions, and 
superposed (the complex values of E Tad are added). 
The resultant pattern may be expected to be very 
mu ch like the actual patterns for end-fed antennas. 
In the case of the cylinders, for example, it was 
found some time ago [1] that the patterns _ can be 
quite clo ely duplicated by proper c?-oi~e of R. _ 

vVe shall now prove that for thIs SImple model 
IC21/Icd> 1. It is convenient here to derive E from 
the vector potential A, according to the standard 
equations. Only a z component of A is present. 

W e have, since %t= jw 

E=- jWMA+J- V(V.A) (35) 
JW E 

also 
_ _ 1 JL / 2 1(z)e- lkT 

A - Az-- d z, 
47r -L/2 r 

(3 6) 

where r is the distance between the point P at which 
we are computing the field and the point z. If P is 
a remote point, r~ro- z cos 8, where ro is the distance 
from P to the origin. 

We may replace r in the denominator of the inte
grand by ro but must 1 eep the more accurate ex
pression in the exponential factor . We have then 

90 

." 

,L-____ .L-___ ---I~=_ ___ L_ ___ __' ,. o 

FIGURE 12. Power radiation pattern oj travelling wave of 
current. 

Length L:of current distribntion, 2h. The wave is travelling toward the right. 
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_ Ioe -ikro{eik(L'2) (1 + co.8) _e -ik(L/2) (1 +co. 8) 

- 4'1l-ro jk(1 + COS 0) 
also 

R[eik(L'2) (co. 8 - 1) - e -ik (L/2) (co. 8 - I ) ]} 

+ jk(cos 0- 1) 

= Ioe -ikro{sin (kL/2) (cos 0- 1) 
27rrok cos 0+ 1 

+R sin (kL/2)(cos 0-1)}. 
cos 0- 1 

The radiation field, it turns out, is found from the 
first term of (35) : 

so 

Eraa=-jWfJ.Ao = jWfJ.A. sin 0 

I -ikr . o{Sin k2L (cos 0+ 1) 
E _ - WfJ. oe ° SIn 

raa- 27rrojk cos 0+1 + 

R sin ¥ (cos 0- 1)}. 

cos 0- 1 

The essential part of this is 

sin 0 {sin A (cos O+ I)+R sin A (cos 0- 1)} (37) 
cos 0+ 1 cos 0- 1 

where A =. kL/2. 
N ow as O-'J>O, the expression in brackets becomes 

and as 0-'J> 7r, we have 

A + R sin 2A C2 
2 Ql 

where, as we see, Cl and C2 are defined as for the spher
ical antenna. Ql is a constant. 

We shall now show that IC21> icti. Since R is 
taken to be a complex number we write R =.I R leja • 

Then 

iQ}122= A2+ IR I2 S:2 2A +AIR I cos IX sin 2A (38) 

IC11 2 _ A2I R I2 +sin2 2A+AIR I . 2A I Q112- 4 cos IX sm 

I C 2112~I~CI 12 (N sin~2A) (1-IR I2) , (39) 

which is never negative and is zero only when A = O. 
Thus for this simple model IC21>lct/ . It is also in
teresting to note that the general behavior of the 
quantity IC2111 cl i for this model is rather similar to 
that in the case of the spherical end-fed antenna. 
Consider the ratio 

N+(IR I2/4) sin2 2A+ A IR i cos IX sin 2A 
. 22A ' 

A 21 R 12+ sm 4 + A IR I cos IX sin 2A 

(40) 

Examination of this expression shows that 0 has 
the value 1 at A = O, begins to increase slowly with 
increasing A, then increases rapidly and begins to 
oscillate, always remaining greater than 1. If IR I is 
a constant independent of A, 0 approaches in an 
oscillating manner the asymptotic value 1/I R I. If, 
however, IR I decreases as A increases, lJ has a con
tinually increasing trend with superimposed oscilla
tions. This is the type of behavior shown by 
IC21/l cl l for the sphere (and presumably for other types 
of end-fed antennas). It may be noted that if one 
wished to simulate an end-fed antenna by this crude 
model, it would be in keepin~ with general ideas on 
antenna radiation to have IR I decrease with increas
ing length of the antenna. A better model would 
probably have the current wave attenuated gradu
ally along the antenna, rather than suddenly at the 
end. 

IV. Current and Admittance 

Having discussed the radiation field in some detail, 
we now consider questions of admittance and current. 
The admittance presented to the applied voltage is 
determined by the value of the current at the feed 
point. Since we have postulated a perfectly con
ducting antenna, there will be at the surface a dis
continuity in H¢ and a corresponding surface current 
density Jo, related to H", at any point on the surface by 

(41) 

The direction of current flow is along meridian lines. 
The total current 10 at colatitude 0 is 

Using (4a) and (9), we find 

'" Io = 27ra sin Ojwe V ~ an 
11=1 

co 

= ~ I o(n), (44) 
n = 1 
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where l o(n) i the partial current associated with 
the nth mode. R earranging (43) a bit, this takes 
the form 

l o(n) = 2-rra sin BJo (n)= 

i: a(n, fJo)K(n,ka)P~ (cos B) sin B, 4S) 

where 

and 

(47) 

The relation between each partial current and the 
corresponding partial radiation field E raa(n) is 

J o(n) 

a relation that i independent of the excitation 
function a(n ,Bo). This relation means that the nth 
current mode is associated with or "causes" a cor
re ponding nth radiation mode, independently of 
any other modes which, as a result of a particular 
form of excitation, may be present. 

D efining the admittance Yas 

CD 10 
Y = ~ Yen) =---..Q, 

n=l V 
we find 

CD CD 10 (n) 
Y = ~ Y(n) = ~l -V-= 

t;l ;0 a(n, Bo)K(n, ka)P~ (cos Bo) sin fJo. (49) 

We see that the applied voltage "see " an infinite 
number of partial admittances in parallel. 

The real and imaginary parts of the function 
K(n,ka) , which represents the effect of the size of 
the sphere in the expressions for current and ad
mittance are plotted in figure 13 for the first few 
modes. We note that for a given value of ka, 
values of n appreciably greater than ka all contribute 
only negligibly to Re:K(n,ka) , whereas in the case 
of Im:K(n,ka) the contributions of the higher modes 
fall off only slowly with increasing n. This is related 
to the fact that, as we have seen, the radiation field 
is determined by only a relatively small number of 
modes; the part of Y that accounts for the radiation 
is the real part of conductance O. On the other 
hand, the part of the field that is reactive, rather 
than radiative, is associated with the imaginary part 
of Y, the susceptance S. 

-- .-----------------------------------

Upon examll1mg the series (49) for current and 
admittance, it is found that thi series i divergent. 
[Therefore for B= fJo (44) is divergent]. Using for 
a (n,fJo) the expre sion (IS) referring to the delta
function excitation, we have 

Y_ ~7I' 2n+ 1 [Pl( fJ )] ' 2B J . 
- L....JZ 2 ( + 1) "cos 0 SIn 0 E"T (2) (k ) 

n=l 0 n n n -:I " -1/2 a 
ka - H~2~1/2(ka) 

(S O) 

Using the expressions (20) and (18), one finds 
that for sufficiently high n the general term of the 
series approaches 

j(2n+ l)ka 2 [ ( +1) +7I'J . 2 
Zon(n + 1) cos n"2 fJo 4" sm fJo. (SI) 

Consider the serie whose nth term is the expression 
(Sl). We hall show that for the infinite et of 
value of Bo given by 

Bo= 271' E, (p,q integer, q> p), 
q 

the serie diverges. For our purposes, thi i a 
sufficient indication of divergence over the range 
of Bo. 

The cos2 factor , which i nonnegative, will repeat 
it elf when n increases by q. ow choose n = r 
such that 

Then, considering only the values of n given by 

r, r+q, r+2q, etc., 

we examine the series 

{ 2r+l 2(r+q)+1 2(r+ 2q)+ 1 } 
c r(r+l)+(r+q)(r+q+1)+(r+2q)(r+2q+l+'" . 

(S 2) 

Dividing the nth term Un of the series by Un+l 

(Raabe's test [12]) , we find 

showing that (52) is divergent. Therefore the series 
whose general term is (S I ) also diverges. The higher 
order terms in (20) and (18), which have been 
neglected in writing down (5 1), do not alter this 
conclusion. Thus the series for the admittance Y 
does not converge. It is to be noted, however, that 
it is the imaginary part of Y, the susceptance S, that 
diverges. The real part, the conductance 0, con
verges rapidly, a implied above. 

The nonconvergence of S is due to the delta
function excitation that has been assumed. The 
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sus:ept.ance becomes that of an in~nite capacity, 
whlCh IS understandable; concentratmg the applied 
force E' along a line at (J=(Jo is equivalent to main
taining a potential difference across an infinitesimal 
gap at (J=(Jo. The infinitesimal gap has infinite 
capacity. (This gap terminology, represents, as J. C. 
S;later [1~] has pointed out, another way of interpret
mg physlCally the type of boundary condition we are 
usin~, [explained in Part II]. In this approach, one 
consIders that the driving field is applied tangentially 
across a small gap at the surface of the sphere and 
that solutions of the wave equation are beinO' sought 
such that the tangential electric field will r~duce to 
the applied field across the gap and to zero every
where on the metallic surface.) 

When the field E' is considered to be applied 
across afinite region, the high order terms in a (n, (Jo) 
decrease much more rapidly than in (11), which is for 
the infinitesimal case. For example if E' is constant 
= VjaD.(J over a small finite zone D.(J centered at (Jo 
then our general expression (7) for a (n,(Jo) reduces t~ 

2n+ 1 t8u+(<l812) 

2 ( + 1) A(J P; (cos (J) sin (Jd(J 
n n u 0o-(tJ.812) 

(53) 

2n+ 1 t80H <1012) d 
= -2 ( + 1) AO do P n (cos (J) sin (Jd(J n n u 80 -(M/ 2) 

(54) 

For small MJ, it will be sufficiently accurate in (54) 
to take sin (J outside of the integral sign and give it 

20 n=5 

10 

20r---------------------------------------~ 

10 

FIGURE 13. K (n ,ka) as a function of ka fol' several values of n. 
A, real part; B, imaginary part. 

the value sin (Jo (or some other average value). We 
then have 

(55) 

For the first few values of n this reduces very closely 
to (11). 

For high v:alues of n, where the functions P; (cos (J ) 
v~ry apprecIably over the zone D.(J, (55) begins to 
dIffer from (11). The asymptotic behavior of (55) 
for large n now makes the series (49) converge. We 
find [8] . that t~e n dependence of P n (cos 0) for the 
large n IS n -1 / 2 mstead of n l / 2 for P~ (cos 0) as in (20). 
It !S easily seen that this change will make the Y 
senes converge. 

This discussion indicates that the theoretical re
sults for radiation field and conductance obtained 
with. the delta-function excitation will not differ ap
preClably from the results for a finite M . This im
pOl'tant conclusion is paralleled in the experimental 
field, where it is rather well known that the radiation 
pattern and radiation conductance of an antenna are 
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FI GURE 14. Radiati on conductance, C, as a function of liD, for 
several values of ka. 
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very little affected by the size of the gap. The present 
work indicates in a sense the "reag,on" for this. It 
also tends to how that the idealized delta-function 
approach is capable of finding answers for radiation 
patterns and conductance that will agree with those 
found experimentally. On the other hand, the diverg
ence of the imaginary part of the admittance indicates 
that these calculations do not throw too much light 
on the values of the susceptance that may be expected 
in practice. The values of this quantity, as is also 
well known e}..ll erimen tally, depend very much upon 
the details of the feed. Antenna calculations such 
as those in the present report severely schematize the 
feed conditions, so they cannot be expected to yield 
much information on susceptance. 

As discussed above, we cannot plot the susceptance 
but confine ourselves to drawing graphs of the con
ductance, C, (fig. 14). We could, of course, attempt 
to plot the sum of the fU'st m partial susceptances, 
where m is a number such that the contributions 
above m would not be appreciable when ~o is finite, 
and so that the con tribu tions below m would not be 
altered appreciably when ~o is finite. This, however, 
is difficult because the high-order terms fall off ex
tremely slowly. There are some qualitative conclu
sions about susceptance we can draw from the equa
tions (47,49,50, and 55), and graphs (fig. 13). For 
ka considerably less than 1, the admittance will be 
primarily a capacitative susceptance, the conductance 
being small compared to the susceptance. For in
finitesimal ~o we see that the suscep tance for a sphere 
of any size is always capacitative. For small but 
finite ~O, this will in general still be true, except pos
sibly for ka very large. 

The general trend of C, as disclosed in figure 14, 
is to star t with the value zero at ka= O, rise rapidly, 
and then go through 0, 1, 2, or more secondary 
maxima (the number depending upon ka) before 
reaching its value at 00= 90°. The trend near 
00= 0 is of interest. From eq 50 we find that this 
trend is as 040 , This is perhaps the first time in 
the literature that such a problem has received a 
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FIGURE 15. 
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Sum of lowest five modes of applied fi eld, fOT 
ka=2 and 00 =45° . 

clear-cut answer. The corresponding que tion for 
wire antemlas has, it is believed, not yet been solved. 

For relatively small sphere, ka< l , the trend of 
C is very closely as sin400 for all positions of the feed 
point. The reason for this is that the fiT t mode 
that gives sin400 exactly, accounts for most of the 
conductance (and radiation). 

The secondary maxima found for the larger 
antennas are of interest. Since for a given applied 
voltage Ve Jwt the time-average power radiated is 
1/2 V 2C, that is, proportional to C, we find in some 
cases that one gets more radiated power for a given 
voltage by feeding the antenna off center than for 
center feed. The local stationary region on the 
C-vs-Oo curve indicate locations on the antenna 
where the value of C is not sensitive to the location 
of the feed point. 

In general, we see that keeping 00 constant while 
increasing ka, increases C. There are several quite 
stationary pots on the C-v -ka curve for given 00 , 

For 00= 90°, C is very flat from ka= l 1/4 to ka= 2. 
For 00 = 60°, we find such a flat region for ka= 2 to 3, 
and for 00= 45°, Cis virtually constant for lca= 3 to 5. 

Some or all of the above feature are probably to 
be found, qualitatively, even for nonspherical asym
metrically fed antennas. Experimentally (and the
oretically), however, this seems to be a virtually 
unexplored field. 

It may be noted that the fu'st fm· modes into which 
the applied field is analyzed, which, as we have seen 
are primarily responsible for the form of the radia
tion pattern and the amount of radiated power , 
represent, when summed, a field that is very far 
from being localized at the "feed point". That is , 
we may say that this distributed applied field pro
duces essentially the same radiation as the concen
trated applied field. An example of this is shown in 
figure 15, which shows the sum of the fu'st five modes 
of the applied field for ka= 2 and 00= 45°. The e 
modes accolmt for practically all the radiation and 
determine the shape of the radiation pattern. The 
higher modes are associated with reactive compo
nents of the field that are localized near the antenna 
and whose importance is in meeting the boundary 
conditions at the antenna, including feed condi
tions. Similarly the current on the antenna that 
is associated with the fir t few modes and that may 
be considered "responsible" for the radiation, is 
very much different from the total curren t, which 
includes the higher reactive modes used in satisfy
ing the local conditions. 

V. Conclusions 

An idealized treatment of the asymmetrically fed 
spherical an tenna has been given that produces 
detailed results for the radiation properties as a func
tion of size of antenna and location of the feed point. 
Reasons are given for believing that the idealization 
of the feed condi tions does not prevent the theory 
from giving experimentally pertinent answers for 
the radiation properties. Some of the features show 
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qualitative agreement with experimental work on 
nonspherical antennas. The theory should be use
ful as a rough guide for experiments with other types 
of asymmetrically fed antenna~, particularly those 
whose ratio of diameter to length is fairly large. 
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